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A surface profiler that incorporates a feedback controller to eliminate external disturbances is proposed

and demonstrated. Its overall performance is dependent on the frequency response of the feedback loop.

The frequency of the modulating signal strongly inlfluences the response of the feedback controller.

When we used the integrating-bucket method, the CCD camera had to be operated at a low-frequency

video rate. Our technique uses a CCD camera equipped with an electronic shutter. The shutter

function enables us to apply high-speed sinusoidal pilase modulation to the conventional integrating-

bucket method under the standard video rate. c 2002 Optical Society of Anlerica
OCIS codes: 120.3180, 120.3940, 120.5050, 120.5060, 120.6660, 140.2020.

1. Introduction

As with any technology, each successive generation of

interferometer reveals the shortcomings of its prede-

cessor. Earlier models, which were highly vulnera-
ble to external disturbances that could and o氏en did

deteriorate measurement accuracy, have been re-

placed by feedback-type laser diode (LD) interferom-

eters. The feedback-type interferometers can also

be used to measure vibration1-2 because they detect

minute changes in the interference signal itself when

a photodiode (PD) is used as the photodetector.

Temporal signals detected by the PD are easily pro-

cessed. When the LD is not being actively modiト

Iated, the interference signal itself can be used as a

feedback signal. If the LD is modulated with a con-

tmuous signal, however, we extract the feedback sig-

nal by using a modulating signal. In this case, the

frequency response of the feedback system depends

on the modulating frequency used. Not surpns-

ingly, as the modulating signal frequency rises, the

quality of the feedback system used to eliminate
mechanical disturbances does so as well. This dis-

turbance elimination technique was used in phase-

shifting interferometers (PSIs).3 4　Surface profiles

were measured, not on sophisticated optical benches,
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but rather on a simple wooden table in these PSIs.

Since the interference signals of PSIs are modulated

by step-type signals, the static fringe pattern de-

tected by spatial丘Itering detectors can easily be used

as a feedback si訂Ial. The PSI. however, requires

four fringe images having a phase shift of(丁/2)/ (/ -

0, 1. 2, 3). It is notso easyto applyashiftofir/2

precisely at tlュe phase of interference images.

In contrast. the integrating-bucket method5 is con-

venient to use when a CCD camera is used to capture

images. We detected the phase by using the four

images obtained in a given modulating period. Pa-

rameter adjustments are easier to make when we use

this method rather than a PSI. The parameters in

this case replesent the initial phase of the modulat-

ing current and the modulation depth that depends

on the amplitude of the modulating current.6　The

modulating frequency is restricted by the National

Television System Committee (NTSC) standards

when a generaトpurpose CCD camera is used. In

such cases, the frequency response of the feedback

signal7 extracted from the interference signal is poor.

Therefore, equipping the bucket-type interferometer

with an adequate feedback control proved to be ex-

tremely difficult when we used a general-purpose

CCD camera. Ifweused a special CCD camerawith

a high frame rate, the restrictions of the NTSC stan-

dards would not apply. We would, however, need a

special video capture with a sizable memo王γ, which

would be costly.

The technique we propose here uses an electronic

shutter that enables us to control the charge storage

period, which in turn permits the frequency of the
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Fig. 1. Setup of the disturbance-free high-speed sinusoidal phase-

modulating laser diode interferometer: LM, laser diode modula-

tor; FBSG, feedback-signal generator; MSG, modulating-signal

generator; ND filter, neutral density filter.

modulating signal to be increased significantly even if

we use a generaLpurpose CCD camera.

2. Principle

A. Optical Setup

The setup of our interferometer is shown in Fig. 1.

The beam that radiates from the LD is collimated by

lens LI and fed into a Twyman-Green interferome-

ter. The interference fringe is then divided by beam

splitter BS2. One of these fringes was acquired with

a CCD camera as spatiotemporal signal S(t, x, y) and

then processed by a computer. The other temporal

signal, S(t), which was detected by a PD, was pro-

cessed by the feedback-signal generator to produce

the signal required to eliminate disturbance.

The complex video signal output based on the

NTSC standards is fed into the modulating-signal

generator. This modulating signal lm{t) and feed-

back signalF(t) are injected into the LD through laser
diode modulator LM. When we use the sinusoidal

signal

Im(t) - m cos(uict + 0)　　　　(1)

as the modulating signal, the interference signal is

then given by7

S(t,x,y)-a+bcos[zcos(coc」+6)+α(x,y)], (2)

where

z - 2TmβL。/入　　　　　(3)

α(x, y) - 4irL(x, y)/k。　　　　(4)

represent the modulation depth and the phase distri-

bution on the test surface, respectively; and z is de-

termined by amplitude m, modulation efficiency β,

and optical pass difference Lo. The profile of the

object is represented by L(x, y).

B. Bucket Method

A schematic of the bucket method5 is shown in Fig. 2.

Images detected by the CCD camera are represented
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Fig. 2. Schenlatic of the integrating-bucket met!ュod.

by the temporally integrated values of the incident

interference signal. We detected four images:

pi(x,y) - S(t,x,y)dt (i-1-4), (5)

where Tc - T/4 is the charge storage period. T is

set to a quarter period of the modulating signal in our

system. Phase distribution α(x, y) is then given by

αU,jO-

P¥+Pi-P3-Pa

Pi-Pi+P3-Pi
(6)

undertheconditionsz - 2.45 radand 8 - 56-. The

previous problem with this method was that the mod-

ulating frequency was restricted to a frame rate of

1/30 s.

C. Modification of the Bucket Method

Figure 3 illustrates the method used to increase mod-

ulation frequency under NTSC standards. One

quarter period of a conventional modulating signal

[Fig. 3(a)j is equal to a Tfframe rate of 1/30 s. In

other words, the frequency of the modulating signal is
restricted to 7.5 Hz under NTSC standards. The

technique under discussion [Fig. 3(b)] uses the shut-

ter function ofa CCD camera. The integrated signal

is cleared once at the rising edge of the shutter pulse,

after which a newly integrated signal is read out at

the rising edge of the CCD readout pulse. In this

case, the quarter period of the modulating signal

Incident
light「f…=コ
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Fig. 3. Schematic of(a) a conventional modulating s癖al and <b)
a high-speed modulating signal.
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(㌔).orchargestorageperiod,isequaltotheshutter

speed㌔)andisrepresentedby

TJ4-Ts,(7)

lvhichindicatestheneedforamodulatingsignal

whosefrequency(1/TJis1/(4TJHz.Withthe

bucketmetl-od,however,thephaseofthenlodulating

signalmustbeshiftedby-it/2foreachintegrationas

showninFig.2.Thisconditionisexpressedas

Tf-{n±1/4)T′(8)

wherenisaninteger.Equations(7)and(8)provide

relation

MH-

n-round;M-1,(9)

whereround[]roundsofftheargument.FromEqs.

(7),(8),and(9),theactualmodulatingfrequencyf

(=1/TJisgivenby

f--->(4round*(^l]=l|.(10)1

47>lL'

D.DiscriminationoftheOrderofImages

Forthebucketmethodwemustdeterminetheorder

oftheimagesbecauseorderinthecalculationisim-

portantasshowninEq.(6).Inourexperimentwe
checkedtheorderbyobservingthelight-emitting
筈diode(LED)thatlightsforaspecificperiod.Asche-

4

1

maticofthesignalprocessingfororderdiscrimina-

tionisshowninFig.4.Acomparatordetectsthe

signofthemodulatingsignalasshowninFig.4(e).
Thesignalsaresampledeachtimethe丘eldpulse

nsesandsignsarediscriminatedasshowninFig.
4(f).Thediscriminatedsignobservedovereightpe-

nodsisshowninFig.5.Figure5(c)showsthatthe

signofthemodulatingsignalchangeswhentheeven

"nageisdetected.ThedrivingsignalforLED
showninFig.5(e)isgeneratedbytheandoperationof

signalsshowninFigs.5(c)and5(d).Wecreatedthe

signalshowninFig.5(d)fromthediscriminatedsig-
nalbyusingahalf-divider.Wheneightsuccessive

imageswerecapturedwiththeCCDcamera,we

・oundtwosuccessiveimagesthatwerebrighterthan
,._o.._-o"ieotherimages.Thephasedistributionwasthen

(al Order of=一一age　1　2　　3　　4　　5　　6　　7　　8

(b)Images p4　p.　p2　　-　　　　P:　P:  I

(c) Sign
discrimination　-'　　　　　　-

(d) Divided signal

(e)(c)AND(d)

「

If)LED OFF OKI" OFF OFI ON ON OFF OFF

I'ig. 5. Discrimination of the order of images.

calculated with four successive imagesp4, p^ p2, and

p3 that are detected prior to the bright images.

3. Experiment

A. Experimental Setup

In the setup shown in Fig. 1. the wavelength of the

LD was 685 nm. The size and number of pixels in

the CCD image sensorwere 6.35 i⊥m X 7.40 (xm and

768(H) × 494(V), respectively. The converted pixel

size on the computer was 4.3叫11 × 4.3 (xm for the

measurement because the image was magnified by

L2, and it shrank when the image-capture board was

used. Figure　6　shows a block diagram of the

nlodulating-signal generator, which generates the

modulating signal from the NTSC video signal. A

video sync separator strips the synchronous丘eld sig-

nal from the composite video signal. The field signal

period is Tf. The phase-locked loop increases the

number of cycles ofthe丘eld signal byN times. A

divider was used to divide this frequency-raised pulse

by four. This divided pulse, whose period is Tm, was

fed to the external trigger input of an oscillator that

converts the rectangular pulse to a sinusoidal signal.

The phase shifter shifts the phase of this sinusoidal

signal by 56-. A bandpass filter was used to elimi-

nate useless harmonics in the sinusoidal signal.

The CCD camera in our experiiTlent has eight se-

lectable shutter speeds: 1/100, 1/250, 1/500,

1/1000, 1/2000, 1/5000, 1/10000, and 1/100000.

A氏er selecting the 1/10000 s shutter speed, we con一

氏rmed its acquisition by observing the shutter pulse,

which was determined to be 106 jxs. This figure

provided the required modulating frequency (frn0 -

1/4Ts.) of 2358.5 Hz. In contrast, the modulation

frequency/;, calculated with Eq. (10) was 2361.32 Hz

for n - 78, which is in approximate agreement with

the desired modulation frequency fmo. Modulating

signal lm(t) and a part of the interference signal S(t)

detected by the PD are fed into the feedback-signal

Video sync

separato r

NiSC

～ ideo signal

Sinusoidal

oscillator

T, N

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the modulating-sl訂Ial generator: PLL.

phこise-locked loop: BPF. bandpass filter.
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Fig. 7. Calculこition of the error cとIused by the time difference

bet、veen T、 and TJA.

generator as shown in Fig. 1 and described in Ref. 7.

Two signals, Im{t) and S(t), are multiplied and the

desired feedback signal F(t) is extracted by the low-

pass丘Iter. The cutoff frequency of the low-pass丘ト

とer yas　/10 0f the modulating frequency to

eliminate the carrier component sufficiently. In our

system, the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter was

240 Hz, which is quite high and is sufficient to elim-

inate external disturbance. The modulating signal

is mixed with the feedback signal F(t) and fed into the

LD to implement sinusoidal phase modulation and
disturbance elimination at the sanle time.

B. Error Analysis

It is difficult to achieve the exact condition indicated

by Eq. (7) because shutter speed Ts is selected dis-

cretely for a general-purpose CCD camera. We an-

alyzed the error caused by the time difference AT

between Ts and Tm/4. The AT is 0.127 l⊥s with re-

spect to the modulation frequency that we used as

mentioned above. For error analysis, we calculated

Eq. (6) by changing the phase α(x, y), which is the

I*

0

-
一
一一

I
-
1
I
-

J l

Time [msl

(b)

Flg.  Interference signals observed by the photodiode (a) witl-

out and (b) with feedback control.
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o 0

(b)

Fig. 9. Three-dimensional surface profile of a diamond-turned

alunlinum disk.

phase distribution in Eq. (2). We assume that coor-
dinates x and y are fixed. Therefore, for this calcu-

lation, α(x,y) - αO does notdependonx andy. The

phase errordenoted byAα - α0 - αm isshown inFig.

7, where α間is the phase calculated by the actual

char芦e storage period Tm/4. According to Fig. 7, the
maximuili error is 1.95　× 10~　rad, which corre-

sponds to a distance ofO.1 nm. This error is small

enough to be used to perform surface-profile mea-
surements.

C. Resu一ts

We measured interference as well as the surface pro-

file of a diamond-turned aluminum disk. These

measurements were not implemented by use of any

dedicated optical benches, but simply丘xed to a nor-
izontal surface, which in this case was a 5-mm-thick

iron plate on a wooden desk. Interference signals

detected with the PD are shown in Fig. 8. The

dashed curves indicate the phase variations. When

the feedback control was turned off, undesirable

phase changes induced by external disturbances

were superimposed upon S(t) as shown in Fig. 8(a)-

Such phase changes were completely elin-inated in

S(t) when observed during feedback control as shown

in Fig. 8(b).
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Fig. 10. Two-dimensional surface profiles of a diamond-turned

aluminum disk measured with (a) a Talystep profilometer and (b)

our system.

Surface-profile measurements were demonstrated

with the feedback control. Figure 9 provides the

three-dimensional surface profile of the diamond-

turned aluminum disk with a 35-|xm cutting pitch.

The second measurement shown in Fig. 9(b) was im-

plemented 10 min a氏er the丘rst measurement shown

in Fig. 9(a). Repeatability is estimated as 4.2-nm
rms for these measurements. We believe that the

e汀or is the result of mechanical displacement and

change in room temperature.

Two-dimensional profiles traced along the x direc-

tion of the disk are shown in Fig. 10. Figures 10(a)

and 10(b) show the results of measurements taken

with a Talystep profilometer and with our system,

respectively. Although the measured points differ,

good agreement exists between the roughness and

the cutting pitch along the x direction.

4. Cone山sions

We have proposed a feedback-based integrating-
bucket method that eliminates external disturbances

without any special CCD cameras. The shutter

function of the CCD camera enables us to apply high-

speed sinusoidal phase modulation, which results in

excellent feedback control, to the conventional

integrating-bucket method. The measurement re-

suits that we obtained on an ordinary horizontal suト
face indicate that external disturbance is eliminated,

while the surface-profile measurement is performed

accurately at the same time.
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